Electrochemical Monitoring of TiO$_2$ Atomic Layer Deposition by Chronoamperometry and Scanning Electrochemical Microscopy
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ABSTRACT: The scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM) was used to characterize the atomic layer deposition (ALD) of TiO$_2$ on indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) substrates by studying electron transfer through pores in the thin films (1–5 nm thickness). The extent of electron transfer, and thus the porosity of the films, was evaluated by transient electrochemistry. These studies show that ALD deposition of TiO$_2$ on ITO does not produce pinhole-free films but rather porous deposits with electrochemical behavior similar to that of microelectrode arrays up to about 30 ALD cycles. All the experimental results are explained in the context of a numerical model developed by finite element analysis and corroborated by complementary conductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM) results that directly reveal localized, nanoscale current conduction paths in thinner TiO$_2$ layers with a transition to more spatially uniform conduction in the thickest layers. SECM images demonstrate the existence of pinholes even on films that have been subjected to more than 100 ALD cycles (thicknesses larger than 4 nm).
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INTRODUCTION

We carried out experiments with the scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM)\(^1\) to characterize TiO$_2$ films created by atomic layer deposition (ALD)\(^2\) on indium-doped tin oxide (ITO) substrates. In particular, we evaluated electron transfer at TiO$_2$-coated ITO at different stages of surface coverage and in films of different thicknesses (δ = 1–5 nm). SECM is a useful technique for the localized evaluation of charge transfer across thin films because it allows discrimination between currents tunneling through a film and those associated with pinholes.\(^3\)

ALD, or atomic layer epitaxy (ALE), was developed in the 1970s.\(^4\) This technique is believed to form pinhole-free, atomically smooth conformal deposits on even and uneven substrates, thanks to its sequential and self-limiting type of reaction mechanism.\(^5\) In the semiconductor industry, ALD has been used as a standard method to deposit the diffusion barrier in metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOS-FET) structures.\(^6\) Since the semiconductor industry has undergone miniaturization in many specific applications, the requirement of producing conformal coatings with a high aspect ratio has become critically important.\(^7\) ALD is the preferred choice over other deposition techniques for conformal coating on miniaturized devices. Furthermore, ALD plays an important role in the deposition of thin oxide films with high dielectric constants like HfO$_2$ and SrTiO$_3$ for electronic applications,\(^8\) as well as ZnO, TiO$_2$, and Al$_2$O$_3$ for electrical, mechanical, electrochemical, and optical applications.\(^9\)–\(^18\) In the context of photoelectrocatalysis, a recent publication has employed ALD deposition of TiO$_2$ on Si wafers to produce a robust photoanode for photoelectrochemical water oxidation.\(^16\) The transparent oxide coatings deposited by ALD on various semiconductor materials may play an important role in reducing photocorrosion and electrochemical decomposition of the photocatalyst, e.g., in water splitting experiments. Some important reviews on the mechanism of ALD deposition and its use in different fields are available.\(^19\)–\(^26\)

We were interested in studying the extent of electron transfer through oxide films deposited by ALD as a function of the number of applied cycles. ALD is known to be a slow process, with deposition rates of 100–300 nm h$^{-1}$ (only a fraction of a monolayer per pulse). Even though characterization of ALD deposits has traditionally been performed by spectroscopic methods, electrochemistry is a more suitable tool for the monitoring of charge transfer at such deposits. To the best of our knowledge, such electrochemical studies of electron transfer through ALD thin films have not been reported. Here, we discuss the ALD deposition of TiO$_2$ on ITO substrates by multiple deposition cycles to produce different thicknesses and surface coverage. Electron transfer with the TiO$_2$ films was investigated by chronoamperometry and voltammetry, and the...
results treated by a model developed by finite element analysis. SECM experiments were also carried out to study charge transport at localized surface regions, and to detect the presence of pinholes in the films. These results were corroborated by conductive atomic force microscopy (cAFM) imaging and spectroscopy that provide direct evidence of localized variations in conduction at submicrometer length scales and a transition from highly localized to more spatially uniform conduction with increasing TiO₂ layer thickness.

### EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

#### Instrumentation.

A Savannah ALD system from Cambridge Nanotech (Cambridge, MA) was used for the deposition of TiO₂ films. The instrument was calibrated to deposit 0.04 nm thick TiO₂ films per cycle. ITO plates were obtained from Delta Technologies Ltd. (Loveland, CO). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements were carried out with a Hitachi S-5500 (Dallas, TX) to qualitatively characterize the deposits. All electrochemical measurements were carried out with a CHI920C SECM workstation from CH Instruments (Austin, TX). A three-electrode cell configuration was used during all electrochemical measurements. In chronoamperometric measurements the working electrode (ALD sample or array sample) was clamped over a hole in the bottom of the Teflon sample cell with the exposed radius defined by the rubber O-ring (r = 0.35 cm). The counter electrode was a platinum wire. Potentials in this work are reported vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode.

SECM measurements were carried out in the same cell. The 10 μm diameter platinum wire was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Wardhill, MA) to fabricate SECM tips by the methods described elsewhere. Dr. Sun Peng from East Tennessee State University kindly donated the nanoelectrode used for the detection of pinholes in this work (Pt, 86 nm diameter, RG = 1.1 ± 0.1). Ferrocenemethanol (FcMeOH) and potassium nitrate (KNO₃) were purchased from Thermo Fischer Scientific (New Jersey) and used as received. Solutions were prepared using a Milli-Q water system (18 MΩ). cAFM measurements were performed using a Bruker Dimension Icon AFM system (Bruker Co., Germany) with diamond coated, antimony doped silicon probe tips (DDESP-FM-10, Bruker Co., Germany) in the contact mode.

#### Table 1. Conversions between Film Thickness (δ) and Number of ALD Pulses Applied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>δ (nm)</th>
<th>no. of pulses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*Conversion factor = 0.04 nm/pulse.

---

Figure 1. Chronoamperograms of 1 mM FcMeOH in 0.1 M KNO₃ solution at TiO₂-covered ITO, logarithmic scale. Eₚₑₚ = 0.5 V (E° = 0.24 V vs Ag/AgCl). The vertical dashed line represents the time, t = 100 s, at which current was sampled to make Figure 4.

Figure 2. (A) Simplified geometry of an inlaid disk electrode with rₚₑₚ = 600 μm. (B) Same geometry as in A but with an ideal microarray of electrodes generated after 25 ALD pulses. (C) Optical image of a geometry-controlled substrate fabricated and used to validate the numerical model. (D) Numerical simulation of chronoamperograms of 1 mM FcMeOH for the geometry shown in A (red line) and for that shown in B (black line). An array of 49 microelectrodes behaves similarly to an experimental substrate after 25 ALD cycles of TiO₂ on ITO.
Preparation of Substrates for ALD. As received ITO plates were first sonicated in water (10 min) and then in ethanol (30 min) and finally dried in an oven at 120 °C for 10 min. The cleaned ITO plates were placed inside the ALD chamber. Tetrakis(dimethylamido) titanium (TDMAT) was used as the precursor. The precursor cylinder was kept at 75 °C for evaporation, and the deposition chamber was maintained at 150 °C. Detailed deposition parameters are tabulated in Scheme S1 of the Supporting Information. An ALD deposition scheme for a similar system was previously reported.28 On precursor pulsing, TDMAT molecules were adsorbed over the ITO substrate by releasing two molecules of dimethylamido. On water pulsing, the two remaining dimethylamido groups were released leaving two unbound OH groups in the Ti center, which were available for the adsorption of TDMAT molecules arriving on repetitive precursor pulsing. The net chemical reaction scheme that produced the TiO2 deposition was

$$[(\text{CH}_3)_2\text{N}]_4\text{Ti} + 2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{TiO}_2 + 4(\text{CH}_3)_2\text{NH}$$

Desorbed TDMAT molecules decompose through various reactions described previously; these reaction products are nonabsorbable and flowed out of the reaction chamber by the carrier gas.29,30 The number of deposition cycles, or pulses, was carefully controlled to produce films with different thicknesses and surface coverage (step 14 in Supporting Information Scheme S1). The produced deposits were qualitatively examined by SEM and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). In selecting a substrate, we initially evaluated the quality of TiO2 films deposited by ALD on four different substrates: Ag, Pt, fluorine-doped tin oxide coated glass (FTO), and ITO coated glass. Pt (30 nm thickness) and Ag (65 nm thickness) smooth surfaces were prepared prior to ALD treatment by sputtering and chemical vapor deposition on Si substrates, respectively. Preliminary XPS/SEM results showed that the best films were produced on ITO substrates (see Figures S1–S7 in the Supporting Information); hence, we limited the studies here to only TiO2 on ITO.

Preparation of Samples for Testing the Theoretical Model. The results from chronoamperometry presented in this work are explained within the context of a model created by both theoretical and experimental analysis. The theoretical model was developed using commercial software (COMSOL Multiphysics version 4.2) based on finite element methods (FEM). The experiments were carried out on geometry-controlled samples that mimicked the geometry employed in the simulations. Such samples were produced by soft lithography31 with methods explained elsewhere.2 Briefly, a layer of positive photoresist (1 mL, ~10 μm thick, AZ P4620, AZ Electronic Materials, Somerville, NJ) was spun-coated onto a Au coated glass slide (EMF Corp., Ithaca, NY) and then exposed to UV light through positive photomasks containing the electrode microarray designs. The photomasks were created with Corel Draw Graphics Suit 12 and printed at CAD/Art Services, Inc. (Bandon, OR). The electrode microstructures were transferred to the Au slides by developing the photoresist in AZ 421 K solution (AZ Electronic Materials, Somerville, NJ) for 2 min.

![Figure 3. Experimental and simulated chronoamperograms for 1 mM FcMeOH oxidation in 0.1 M KNO3 solution at geometry-controlled substrates.](dx.doi.org/10.1021/cm401635v/Chem. Mater. 2013, 25, 4165–4172)
Chronoamperometric Analysis. Potentiostatic measurements were carried out with the oxidation of 1 mM FcMeOH in 0.1 M KNO₃ solution at an applied potential, $E_{app} = 0.5$ V ($E_0' = 0.24$ V vs Ag/AgCl), for 1000 s. The chronoamperograms obtained are shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the $\log_{10} i(t)$ recorded at a bare ITO electrode of area = 0.38 cm$^2$ (TiO₂-free surface, black line) showed Cottrell behavior (eq 1) with a slope $m = -0.59 \pm 0.05$ (compared to theoretical $m_{Cottrell} = -0.5$, red line).

$$\log_{10} i(t) = \frac{nFAD^{1/2}C}{\pi^{1/2}} - \frac{1}{2}\log_{10} t$$

As the deposition of TiO₂ increased with the number of ALD cycles applied, the initial magnitude of $\log_{10} i(t)$ decreased proportionally to the extent of surface coverage. Also, different transitions in current behavior were observed in each of the substrates produced. For example, the chronoamperogram corresponding to 25 ALD cycles (blue line) presented a $\log_{10} i(t)$ that first followed Cottrell behavior, then transitioned into a region of smaller slope ($a quasi$ steady-state region), and then transitioned back into a second Cottrell decay region. Similar transitions were recorded at substrates produced after 38 and 50 ALD cycles. For deposits obtained after 75 ALD cycles or more, steady-state behavior was observed at $t \geq 100$ s. This electrochemical behavior is typically observed in microelectrode arrays, where mass transfer of electroactive species at one ultramicroelectrode region is time-dependent and affected by the presence of other neighboring ultramicroelectrodes.35–41

The problem of ALD fractional coverage can be treated by FEM in a simplified geometry like the one shown in Figure 2. The reaction considered in this work is:

![Figure 4. Plot of i(t = 100 s) vs number of ALD deposition cycles for TiO₂ on ITO.](image1)

![Figure 5. Cyclic voltammograms of 1 mM FcMeOH in 0.1 M KNO₃ solution at each of the substrates prepared. The colors correspond to scan rates of 20, 50, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 1000 mV s⁻¹. The color code is the same for all panels.](image2)
FcMeOH$^+ + e^- \xrightarrow{k_f} FcMeOH$

where $k_f$ and $k_b$ are rate constants defined according to the Butler–Volmer formalism as

$$k_f = k_f^0 \exp \left[ -\alpha_f (e^{-E_f^0}) \right]$$

$$k_b = k_b^0 \exp \left[ (1-\alpha_f) (e^{-E_b^0}) \right]$$

The heterogeneous rate constant is $k^0 = 2 \text{ cm s}^{-1}$.$^{42}$ $\alpha$ is the transfer coefficient ($\alpha = 0.5$ in this work), and $f = F/RT$, where $F$ is Faraday’s constant, $R$ the gas constant, and $T$ the experimental temperature. The diffusion profile of electroactive species is calculated by solving Fick’s second law in Cartesian coordinates for a three-dimensional geometry:

$$\frac{\partial C}{\partial t} = D \left( \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial z^2} \right)$$

Figure 6. SECM approach curves on substrates with different surface coverage. The solution is 1 mM FcMeOH in 0.1 M KNO$_3$, 10 $\mu$m Pt tip electrode. Scan rate = 500 nm s$^{-1}$. $E_{tip} = 0.5$ V, $E_{subs} = 0.0$ V.

where the diffusion coefficient is $D = 7.8 \times 10^{-6}$ cm$^2$ s$^{-1}$. For an inlaid macroelectrode, like the one depicted in Figure 2A, the current response recorded under mass transfer control follows Cottrell behavior (eq 1, red line in Figure 2D). However, representing the ALD partial surface coverage of TiO$_2$ on the ITO substrates as a regular array of pores (Figure 2B), the current response with time is a function of the three main parameters illustrated in Figure 2C: the radius of the pores produced, $r_p$; the center-to-center distance separation between such pores, $d_{cc}$; and the net length of the microarray, $l_{arr}$. For example, a microarray like the one depicted in Figure 2B with 49 pores, $r_p = 37.5$ $\mu$m, $d_{cc} = 5r_p$, and $l_{arr} = 600$ $\mu$m, produces a simulated response similar to the chronoamperogram obtained after 25 ALD pulses of TiO$_2$ on ITO, as shown in Figure 2D (black line). At times $t \leq r_p^2/D$ or $\sim$10 s for the example here, semi-infinite linear diffusion controls mass transfer at each individual UME (pinhole) present on the substrate. At longer times, e.g., $t > 10$ s, the currents at each UME transitions to steady-state and the magnitude of log$_{10}$ $i(t)$ tends toward leveling off. However, at $t > d_{cc}^2/D$ or $\sim$100 s, the diffusion layers of all pinholes overlap to give a second transition to linear diffusion, this one characteristic of a single electrode with area $l_{arr}^2$. The model was validated by performing chronoamperometric measurements on substrates having surface architectures similar to the ones considered in the numerical simulations (see Experimental Section and Supporting Information Figure S8). The comparison between experimental currents and those obtained from the FEM model are shown in Figure 3.

Additional simulations were carried out with other parameters, varying $r_p$, $d_{cc}$, and the number of pinholes to understand the behavior of the ALD transients in Figure 1. These are summarized in Table 2. To represent these ALD chronoamperometric results, it is convenient to plot the current at a given time as a function of the number of ALD cycles. A typical plot for

Figure 7. SECM images taken above substrates with (A) 25 ALD cycles; (B) 50 ALD cycles; (C) 75 ALD cycles; and (D) 100 ALD cycles of TiO$_2$ on ITO.
Correlation of the feedback was achieved with a sigmoidal function when the tip is over a TiO$_2$ region, negative feedback is observed if the tip potential is sufficiently positive. The feedback is positive when the tip is over a TiO$_2$ region (>50% decrease in the magnitude of the recorded currents still in the nA scale). This represents a few pinholes in the 4 to 5 nm thick TiO$_2$ film that remained and behaved as isolated UMEs. Mathematical fitting of the data shown in Figure 4 was achieved with a sigmoidal function at a correlation of $R^2 = 0.994$.

**Voltammetric Analysis.** As an alternative to chronoamperometry, cyclic voltammetry experiments were carried out using each of the TiO$_2$-covered samples prepared as a working electrode by fixing them to a SECM cell in substrate configuration (diameter of the exposed surface was 5 mm). Oxidation of ferrocenemethanol was used to obtain cyclic voltammograms (CVs) to study TiO$_2$ coverage as a function of number of ALD cycles applied. The CVs are shown in Figure 5. The principle of the behavior is analogous to that of the chronoamperometry, with oxidation of FcMeOH at the bare ITO electrode at $v = 20$ mV s$^{-1}$ showing macroelectrode mass transfer behavior that gradually shifts to UME CV as the number of ALD cycles increases. The magnitude of $\Delta E_p$ on the bare ITO increased from 88 mV (uncorrected for iR-drop) with increasing scan rate. ALD deposition of TiO$_2$ at 25 cycles produced a larger peak-potential separation, $\Delta E_p = 147$ mV at $v = 20$ mV s$^{-1}$, even though there was a 50% decrease in the anodic current. This suggests that the reaction on ITO is somewhat sluggish with resulting in higher overpotentials at the higher current densities of the partially covered film. Similar behavior was observed at 38 cycles. With >50 cycles, the scan rate dependence transitioned from linear to spherical diffusion. This confirms that the substrates can now be described by UME pinholes that do not interact with one another. Spherical diffusion was especially evident at the larger number of deposition cycles, particularly above 100. Furthermore, as the number of deposition cycles increased, the anodic current was reduced progressively to a minimum reached at 125 cycles, with a value 2 orders of magnitude smaller than that corresponding to the bare ITO substrate. The decrease in the magnitude of the anodic current and the presence of spherical diffusion indicate that the pores present in the deposits were progressively filled up with an increasing number of deposition cycles. If one assumes that the 125th cycle response is due to a single circular pore, its radius would be $\approx 700$ μm.

**Evaluation by SECM.** The ALD samples were also examined by SECM with FcMeOH as the mediator. Approach curves were recorded for a substrate potential of 0.0 V, where reduction of FcMeOH$^+$ is diffusion controlled, as shown in Figure 6; in these a 10 μm diameter Pt UME tip approached the TiO$_2$-coated ITO sample immersed in 1 mM FcMeOH + 0.1 M KNO$_3$ solution. The feedback response is interpreted as follows: when the tip potential is sufficiently positive that the oxidation of FcMeOH is diffusion-controlled (e.g., at 0.5 V), the feedback is positive when the tip is over a region (>25 μm in size) of ITO that is free of any blocking TiO$_2$ film. However, when the tip is over a TiO$_2$ region, negative feedback is observed. A third case must be considered when the tip is over a region that contains both conductive ITO and insulating TiO$_2$ regions within roughly the diameter of the tip; the feedback curve will then be between the limiting pure positive and pure negative feedback and will depend on the relative amounts of both. This technique has been used previously, e.g., to examine gold electrodes covered by self-assembled alkyl thiol monolayers. In the case of the bare ITO substrate, pure negative feedback was observed. Approach curves recorded on deposits produced with 25 ALD cycles presented essentially the same behavior as that of the bare ITO sample (these results are not shown), indicating with this that there were many small holes that diffusively interacted on the surface covered with TiO$_2$. However, when the ITO substrate was treated with 38 deposition cycles, a 3 times decrease in positive feedback was observed. This result indicated that more extensive coverage of TiO$_2$ was achieved at that point, and that this coverage started to be homogeneously distributed over the ITO surface. With further increase in the number of deposition cycles to 50, 75,
100, and 125, negative feedback behavior was progressively observed until full negative feedback was attained at 125 cycles. In general, these observations indicate that TiO₂ deposition at small numbers of ALD cycles (<30 cycles) produces films with sufficient porosity to provide complete positive feedback to the tip. On the other hand, increasing the number of deposition cycles favors pore filling and limits the rate of electron transfer.

**SECM Imaging of Film Defects.** SECM images of four different substrates with 25, 50, 75, and 100 ALD cycles were taken to confirm the existence of defects in the TiO₂ films. The first three images were recorded at a distance \( d \approx 2 \mu m \) above the substrates, with a 10 \( \mu m \) diameter Pt tip (\( RG = 2.0 \pm 0.1 \)). The last image was taken at \( d \approx 37 \mu m \) with an 86 nm diameter Pt tip (see Experimental Section and Supporting Information Figures S9 and S10). Again, 1 mM FcMeOH in 0.1 M NaNO₃ was used as the electrochemical probe. Substrates corresponding to the two lowest numbers of deposition cycles presented a very high current background, and the images obtained were featureless, as presented in Figure 7A,B. The lack of features indicates that the area beneath the tip had both small open and insulating spots, so the recorded current represents the average of both, as previously seen with SAM films by SECM. The gradation seen probably represents a substrate leveling effect with a small difference in \( d \) at the left and right edges. Note the average current of A is much larger than that of B. However, when the films corresponding to 75 cycles were imaged, high current density spots were detected (see examples at the red arrows in Figure 7C). Such spots may not correspond to individual defects present in the film but rather to groups of imperfections with merged diffusion layers (i.e., the resolution of the tip was only able to resolve aggregations of defects at \( d \approx 2 \mu m \)). The existence of such bright spots was also an indication that at a lower number of deposition cycles the deposits were highly porous and that the individual diffusion layers of the defects present in the films were merged. At 75 deposition cycles different aggregations of pores were well separated, allowing detection by the 10 \( \mu m \) Pt tip. At a number of deposition cycles equal to or larger than 100, the pores became too small to be detected by the 10 \( \mu m \) Pt tip, so a nanoelectrode was needed. In the last image, the low current background obtained with such an electrode allowed the detection of bright spots of only a few nanometers in diameter. This resolution of such small individual pores in a 1 \( \mu m \) by 1 \( \mu m \) scan is the highest yet attained by SECM.

**Conductive AFM.** cAFM measurements were employed to probe electrical current conduction through the TiO₂ layer at the nanoscale as a function of TiO₂ thickness. Figure 8 shows atomic force microscope topographic and current images for 1 \( \mu m \times 5 \mu m \) areas of the ITO substrate and of 38, 50, 75, 100, and 125 cycles of TiO₂ deposited on ITO. For each sample, the topographic and current images were obtained from the same area of the sample surface. The ITO surface is, as expected, found to be highly conductive with relatively uniform spatial distribution of electrical current flow across the sample surface. For 38 cycles of TiO₂ deposition, we observe that the onset of current flow at low voltages is highly localized spatially, with the current flow eventually occurring through the entire sample surface at higher voltages. We attribute the localized nature of current flow at low voltages to variations in thickness in the initially deposited TiO₂ layer, with elevated electrical conduction occurring in regions with minimal or no TiO₂ coverage. Indeed, peak local current flow measured for the 38th cycle TiO₂ sample is comparable to or greater than that for the ITO sample, suggesting that defects with no TiO₂ coverage exist in that sample. Localization of current flow decreases with increasing TiO₂ deposition, with the samples for which 100 or 125 cycles of TiO₂ were deposited showing fairly uniform spatial distributions for current flow. Figure 9 shows the average current flow per point extracted from conductive atomic force microscope images of the ITO substrate and of samples with 38, 50, 75, 100, and 125 cycles of TiO₂ deposited on ITO. As expected, the average current level decreases dramatically with increasing TiO₂ deposition. The averaged currents presented in Figure 9 are higher than the currents seen in Figure 8 because of the existence of “current hot-spots” on the samples. Statistical analysis was carried out to demonstrate this (Supporting Information Figure S11).

**CONCLUSION**

The present work presents a complete electrochemical characterization of the ALD deposition process of TiO₂ on ITO as a function of the number of ALD cycles applied.
The characterization was carried out by chronoamperometry, voltammetry, SECM, and cAFM. Our results demonstrate that the deposits of TiO₂ produced by ALD are porous in nature, and fairly complete blocking films require ~90 cycles. Furthermore, the porosity of such deposits decreases with increasing number of deposition cycles performed. Chronoamperometric evaluation of the films demonstrated that electron transfer happens at surface defects, and the use of numerical simulations indicate behavior similar to that seen on arrays of microelectrodes. Good agreement existed between simulated data and experimental results with representative arrays.
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